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Abstract: This paper introduces a new active material which responds to changes in environmental
humidity. There has been growing interest in active materials which are able to respond to their
environment, creating dynamic architectural systems without the need for energy input or complex
systems of sensors and actuators. A subset of these materials are hygromorphs, which respond to
changes in relative humidity (RH) and wetting through shape change. Here, we introduce a novel
hygromorphic material in the context of architectural design, composed of multiple monolayers
of microbial spores of Bacillus subtilis and latex sheets. Methods of fabrication and testing for this
new material are described, showing that small actuators made from this material demonstrate
rapid, reversible and repeatable deflection in response to changes in RH. It is demonstrated that
the hygromorphic actuators are able to lift at least 150% of their own mass. Investigations are also
extended to understanding this new biomaterial in terms of meaningful work.
Keywords: active material; bacterial spore; hygromorph; responsive material
1. Introduction
In this paper, we present a novel, responsive hygromorphic material for potential use
in architectural applications. There is growing interest in active materials which exhibit
reversable changes in response to dynamic environmental conditions. Active materials can
be used in a range of different applications, including, for example, replacing complex and
energy-consuming mechanical actuators in responsive building skins [1–3].
Hygromorphic materials are a subset of active materials which respond to moisture
through shape change [4]. Architectural applications of wood-based hygromorphs have
already been studied [2,5,6]. In this paper, we present a new class of hygromorphic
materials for architecture based on bacterial spores. This new type of hygromorphic
material offers a number of interesting functional characteristics, including rapid response
and sensitivity to even small changes in ambient humidity. The spores themselves are also
robust, and monolayer systems using this material have shown repeated and predictable
deflections over thousands of cycles [6], and spores themselves are resilient to being
degraded over many hundreds or even thousands of years [4]. Bacterial spore-based
materials also represent a new field of research for architectural materials, combining a
deep understanding of microbiology with material development at scales relevant for built
environment applications. B. subtilis spores are dormant and so require no sustenance
and are found commonly in the environment and are safe for humans. They have been
studied for a range of applications, including as food probiotics [7]. While the fundamental
principles for the hygromorphic material have been established [6] and a number of design
experiments in other fields have been developed [8,9], there has been very little research
on this material for architectural applications. Wang, for example, studied their application
as biohybrid wearables [9]. There is additionally one published pilot study [10] which has
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proposed their potential role in architecture, with limited scope, with student-based design
proposals which are largely speculative. In this paper, we will develop this foundational
work on bacterial hygromorphs by developing a number of novel fabrication and testing
methods, establishing some baseline data for the use of spore-based hygromorphs.
In this paper, we establish some of the key principles for the development of bacterial
spore-based hygromorphs. We explain some of the biological principles and protocols
for developing and programming this new material. These experiments demonstrate
material performance in terms of the actuation force, predictable deformation response
and programmability. While this is a preliminary study in a new material system, these
experiments add to our understanding of the effect of spore density on the deflection and
force output of the material, and how this could contribute to future programmability. This
research should provide a baseline for further experiments in the development of moisture
responsive actuators, with the potential to scale up for architectural actuations.
2. Background
2.1. Hygromorphic Materials
Many materials, both natural and synthetic, shrink or swell by absorbing and des-
orbing water. This property of certain materials has been harnessed as a technology for
centuries. For example, swelling wooden wedges were used to split stone for construction
in pre-industrial quarries [11], and wooden barrels were self-sealed by adding wine to
swell the curved planks [12]. Materials which change shape in response to environmental
relative humidity (RH) or wetting are termed “hygromorphic” [4]. These materials will
swell in response to water, when, for example, RH is high, and shrink when RH is low
as water evaporates. Harnessing this shape change property offers the opportunity for
passive actuators, where a mechanical system changes dynamically in response to changes
in humidity, without the need for external power. Using the power of evaporation in this
way is a potentially neglected opportunity in human-engineered systems [7,9] but is used
widely in plants, where hygroscopic actuation creates movement without muscles. The
tissue architecture of many plants is based on a cellular structure with resistive cellulose
fibrils embedded in a swellable matrix vacuole. The orientation and density of these cel-
lulose fibrils causes differences in the magnitude of expansion and contraction which, in
turn, leads to the bending and twisting of the plant tissue [11,13]. Seed-producing (female)
conifer cones use this principle of differential hygromorphic expansion in structured zonal
arrangements to engineer precise bending in response to relative humidity [14]. In damp
environments, the scales lie flat, trapping the seeds within the cone (Figure 1). In dry
environments, the moisture evaporates from the spines and the outermost layers of the
bilayered structure (Figure 2) shrink, causing them to bend away from the central cone,
causing the seeds to be released [14]. This hygromorphic response occurs even if the tissues
are dead and the cone has fallen from the tree, so it requires no cellular energy (ATP) in-
put [4] but instead relies on natural evaporation as a reliable renewable energy resource [15].
Scott’s “ResponsiveKnit” harnesses hygromorphic responses in textiles. Scott’s system
is programmed knitting with different yarn types and expansion and contraction inputs
leading to shape change [16].
2.2. Application of Hygromorphic Mechanisms in Architecture
In architecture, there have been some attempts to harness the benefits of hygromorphic
materials in building design [17] by utilising hygro-bending [12] and wood-based systems
(Figure 3). Examples include wooden cladding panels which are secured at the upper edge.
The outer, exposed surface of the cladding panels allows moisture to evaporate out of
the wood, causing the panel to contract and open, much like pine-cone scales, allowing
ventilation in low RH. In high RH, however, the expansion of the outer layers of the panels
causes the panels to close, forming a weatherproofing layer [4]. By using different types
and thicknesses of wood, and through the lamination of layers which expand at different
rates, the response of these hygromorphic materials can be programmed in terms of both
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the angle of deflection and the speed of response [5]. Wood-based hygromorphs have been
shown to be promising but also present some limitations, which may be overcome with
spore-based hygromorphs. For example, wood is not a homogenous material as growth
patterns influence the mechanical and absorption properties of the wood [4]; by contrast,
spore monolayers are homogenous, being derived from a monoculture [18]. The speed
of deflection is governed by the rate of diffusion through the hygromorphic material [12].
When the diffusion distance is small, the response is relatively rapid. For wood-based
bilayer materials, the thickness of the active layer is typically between 0.6 mm and 5
mm, with response times from around 15 min for the thinnest veneers to many hours or
days for the thickest materials. These have potential for certain architectural applications
where daily or even seasonal applications may be desirable, but they are unable to provide
materials which rapidly respond to changing weather or temperature conditions [5]. The
microscopic size of the spores allows the creation of hygromorphic layers which offer very
small diffusion distances with resultantly rapid response times (3 s) [8]. Wood- or plant-
based hygromorphs are prone to environmental degradation and may not be sufficiently
resilient for architectural application, whereas spores have evolved for the purpose of
environmental resilience. Composite wood-based laminate materials are also prone to
signs of degradation at the interface after repeated deflections [17], and whilst this has
not been studied explicitly, degradation has not been noted in any studies of spore:latex
composite hygromorphic actuators [7,19].
Figure 1. Pine cone in humid (left) and dry (right) environments.
Figure 2. Trans-lateral cross-section of a pine cone scale highlighting bilayer structure of sclerenchyma
fibre and sclereids.
2.3. Hygromorphic Nature of Bacillus subtilis Spores
Active B. subtilis cells will transform into dormant spores as a survival strategy when
their environment is not conducive to their survival and reproduction—for example,
when the cell is exposed to extreme temperature, pH, toxin build-up or, most importantly,
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inadequate nutrient supply [20,21]. Spores are very resilient and can survive hostile
environments for thousands of years [20]. B. subtilis spore germination is normally triggered
by chemical and physical conditions through activation of nutrient receptors, which have
been intensively studied for various applications (Vliet et al., 2015). Although scientists
observed very low frequencies for spontaneous germination in B. subtilis, in which spores
“wake up” at random, without a growth-permissive environment, i.e., rich nutrients, the
cells will eventually die (Sturm & Dworkin 2015). A spore consists of tightly bound layers of
proteins protecting the bacterial DNA (Figure 4) This unique structure, consisting of at least
70 proteins, is designed to control osmotic movements and provide a barrier to harmful
substances entering the spore [22,23]. The spores are approximately one micrometre across,
which allows water to diffuse through the protein layers quickly, and the cortex layer of
the spores, which contains peptidoglycan, is highly hygromorphic, allowing the spores to
swell and shrink by as much as 12% of their overall diameter [6].
Figure 3. Prototype hygromorphic cladding panel comprising walnut veneer bonded to laser per-
forated fibre glass, with apertures which are open when dry (top) and closed when wet (bottom).
Image by Artem Holstov.
The hygromorphic response of B. subtilis spores is augmented by the structural rela-
tionship between the cortex and spore coat, where a specialised structure facilitates the
outer spore coat to fold into distinct and organised ridges over the cortex as it contracts
during dehydration. This means that changes in diameter are highly conserved and there-
fore reproducible with characteristic spore surface morphology [22,24,25] (Figure 5). This
mechanism also facilitates a rapid diffusion pathway, such that the spores begin to swell
almost immediately (0.4 s, [6]) in response to elevated RH [26,27]. This hygromorphic
expansion generates a force which, if kinetically harnessed, can be applied to do mechanical
work [9,20,28]. It has been shown that the energy density produced by this expansion is
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more than 10 MJ/m3 [6], which, if a mechanism could be designed to harness it on a large
scale, would be sufficient to lift a car [9,20].
Figure 4. Artist’s impression of cross-section structure of B. subtilis spore.
Figure 5. Three-dimensional morphology of a dehydrated B. subtilis spore, highlighting distinctive
folding pattern.
2.4. Spores Implemented as Part of a Bio-Hybrid Material
Using the principle developed for bimetallic strips and implemented in wood-based
hygromorphs, the small hygromorphic effects of B. subtilis spores can be amplified by
applying them as a thin “active” layer on an inert (non-hygromorphic) material, where the
resultant differential expansion will create a deflection in the composite bilayer material
(Figure 6). Furthermore, it is predicted that the spores can be layered to increase the
magnitude of the response. To this end, we have developed a series of experiments to
optimise the production and fabrication of a spore-based hybrid material on an inert
substrate layer of latex elastomer sheeting and to test the magnitude of the deflection
response and the potential programmability of the material. This work was extended
to investigate the force generated by these B. subtilis spore monolayers assembled as
bio-hybrid hygromorphs.
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Figure 6. Diagram of bilayer at high and low RH (not to scale).
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Selection of Spore Type
Three Bacillus subtypes which sporulate to form hygromorphic spores could act as
potential actuators, including the B. subtilis wildtype, a mutated strain called Bacillus subtilis
cotE gerE and a related species called Bacillus thuringiensis. Each of these spore types has
strengths and weaknesses as potential hygromorphic actuators. B. thuringiensis has the
greatest hygromorphic expansion and force output resulting from the larger spore cell size
because it has an additional exosporium layer on the outside of the spore’s outer coat [6].
However, whilst this may improve adherence to the substrate [28], it means that the spores
cannot pack as densely in a monolayer and there is lower repeatability of the impact of
hydration and dehydration on spore volume [6]. B. subtilis cotE gerE double mutant has
spore coat changes, which increases the degree of expansion of the spores compared to the
wildtype B. subtilis [6]. This means that, in theory, these mutated spores are preferable to the
wildtype B. subtilis. However, because the cotE gerE mutation affects the protein elements
of the spore coat, the mutated spores lack the ability to expand and contract repeatedly
and, therefore, lack resilience [20] as a reusable hygromorph. We have, therefore, selected
the wildtype B. subtilis spores, which are able to form a tight and regular monolayer with
high packing density [6].
3.2. Culturing of Bacillus subtilis Spores
The first stage in the fabrication process is to develop a viable stock of spores. This
means growing live (vegetative) cells at an appropriate density in a liquid culture and then
reducing the available nutrients to trigger the sporulation process and create a pure culture
of spores.
The spores were cultured from mother cells (laboratory stock in 40% glycerol) and
inoculated with 10 mL DifcoO sporulation medium (DSM) containing 10% (w/v) KCl, 1.2%
(w/v) MgSO4.7H2O, 1 M NaOH, 10 mM Ca(NO3)2, 10 mM MnCl2 and 1 mM FeSO4 with
an adjusted pH of 7.6 and transferred to a culture tube. This tube was incubated in a shaker
at 30 ◦C with a shaking speed of 250 rpm for 3–6 h. Once the optical density of the culture
reached 0.4–0.6 at 600 nm, 1 mL culture medium was transferred to a 500-mL or 1-L shake
flask containing 100 or 200 mL medium at 30 ◦C with a shaking speed of 250 rpm for
another 5 days before autoclaving and harvesting. The culture samples were monitored
by light microscope to examine the sporulation stages. When the percentage of spores
in the total population reached >99% with trace amounts of vegetative cells (assessed
microscopically), the spore suspension was centrifuged at 9000× g for 15 min at 4 ◦C. The
spores sedimented, forming a dark brown pellet, with a light brown culture medium rising
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to the top. The medium was removed by pipetting and the spores washed twice with
deionised water using the same centrifugation conditions to remove the trace amount of
culture medium. Then, the spores were resuspended in sufficient water to yield a Bacillus
spore stock solution with a final optical density (OD600nm) of 35–40 [29], corresponding to
a cell density of 5–6 × 109 colony forming units/mL.
B. subtilis spores are classed as biosafety level 139 and GRAS status by the FDA [19]
for risk assessment purposes, reflecting their use in food production, industrial applica-
tions [30] and presence in most mammalian gastrointestinal systems.
3.3. Selection of Inert Substrate Layer from Existing Studies
When evaluating potential substrate layer materials for use with the B. subtilis spores,
the following (often conflicting) requirements must be considered:
• Negligible expansion and contraction with changing moisture content;
• Suitable surface for spore dispersion and adhesion;
• Sufficient axial stiffness to ensure that spore expansion induces curvature (as opposed
to linear stretching of the substrate);
• Suitable bending stiffness (which is a function of axial stiffness and strip thickness) to
give the required balance between deflection and actuation force.
A number of bilayer studies from other researchers have investigated two materials.
The first is polyimide tape, which, at only 0.02 mm thick, has very low bending
stiffness, meaning that the spores produce a bilayer, demonstrating rapid deformation,
high deflections but low force. These fast-acting bilayers rapidly “flick” forward and
backward and have been integrated into, for example, biohybrid nano-engines, where
multiple actuators turn a wheel similar in concept to a water wheel [9]. However, this
material provides a rapid response at the expense of actuation force. The bending stiffness
of the 0.02-mm polyimide tape is insufficient to move a significant mass beyond the
material’s self-weight. For architectural applications, responsive materials are usually
required to actuate secondary systems such as shading fins or other material systems.
Depending on the configuration of the system, the hygromorphic actuator will be required
to push and/or pull a significant mass in addition to its own weight.
Thicker substrate materials have been used to provide greater actuation force by
increasing the bending stiffness of the actuator. A key study [6] utilised 0.5-mm natural
latex sheet constructed as a biohybrid actuator with B. subtilis spores, which were allowed
to deform in a horizontal plane to minimise the effect of gravity, but, to date, no study has
investigated actuation force to lift an external mass.
3.4. Application of Spores to Inert Layer (Latex) to Form a Hygromorphic Bilayer
Previous studies [6] calculated the ratio of elastic moduli of the passive sheet and
the spore layer required to maximise energy transfer, and, on this basis, the inert layer
used in this study was 0.5-mm-thick natural, translucent latex with a Young’s modulus of
elasticity of 3.0 MPa [9]. One side of the latex was roughened with wire wool (000 grade) to
provide an increase in the adhesion of the spores [9]. The latex sheet was then washed with
diluted laboratory detergent and rinsed with deionised water to remove surface residues
and standardise the surface pH before drying thoroughly in a drying cupboard.
A scalpel and metal ruler were used to cut identical latex strips measuring 1 cm
× 2 cm as the inert substrate layer for the replicate hygromorphic bilayers. Each latex
strip was placed onto a microscope slide to provide support as a carrier whilst the spores
were applied. A standard microscope slide adhesive (16.6 µL, poly-l-lysine solution) was
smeared evenly across the surface of the latex strip using a spreader to increase spore
adhesion [6]. This was air-dried (RH 40%) in a covered area to ensure that no airborne
microorganisms became lodged in the adhesive layer. B. subtilis spores naturally produce a
uniform, single-cell thick monolayer. The spore coat structure means that they form a very
densely packed arrangement which is approx. 3 µm thick [8]. The spore stock solution was
mixed with a vortex mixer to ensure uniform concentration before 16.6 µL was transferred
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by micropipette and applied evenly across the surface of each 1 cm × 2 cm latex strip. To
ensure that the same stock solution was used to produce the replicate strips for each trial,
200 µL was transferred to an Eppendorf tube for the preparation of the 9 hygromorphic
bilayers for each trial. The latex strips were gently rocked by hand to spread the solution
evenly once it had been applied (Figure 7).
Figure 7. Diagram of bilayer construction (not to scale).
The freshly prepared hygromorphic bilayers were transferred to the grid platform in
the humidity chamber set at above 95% RH and were equilibrated at room temperature
for 24 h. The bilayers were re-examined under the light microscope to check for uniform
monolayer coverage and were then stored in an airtight container for later testing. For the
study investigating the effect of multiple B. subtilis monolayers on hygromorphic behaviour,
additional monolayers were added sequentially. A micropipette was used to add a further
16.6 µL of the spore solution across the surface of the strip, which was then rocked gently
by hand to ensure even distribution and was then allowed to air-dry in a covered area at
room temperature and RH (~42% RH). This process was repeated for each additional layer,
ensuring adequate drying time between the layers. The freshly prepared, multi-layered,
hygromorphic bilayers were then transferred to the grid platform in the humidity chamber
and incubated at 95% RH for 24 h.
3.5. Hygromorphic Bilayer Performance Testing
The hygromorphic bilayers were transferred from room humidity (~42% RH) into the
humidity chamber using forceps to provide a high RH environment at >95% for 3 min.
The response of the bilayers to the change in environmental humidity was filmed (Canon,
EOS 4000D) for analysis later. After 3 min, the strips were removed and returned to room
humidity (~42% RH) and the response again filmed for analysis later. The bend angle
of each hygromorphic bilayer was also recorded at 42% RH by tracing the curvature in
triplicate onto graph paper using a flexi-curve.
To analyse the raw data, graph paper and a protractor were used to trace the bend
angles set up on a grid marking 0◦, 90◦ and 180◦, with the centre of the biohybrid strips as
the origin of each angle (Figure 8). From this point, a straight line was drawn from the origin
through the end of the curve on each side, forming a “v” shape. This line allowed accurate
measurement of the overall deflection angle achieved by the biohybrid strips. As each side
of the 90◦ marker was independent, this process was repeated on the other side and each
angle was measured independently. The measurement was conducted in triplicate and
all data summarised to give a mean ± the standard deviation (SD) before the relationship
between deflection magnitude and number of monolayers was analysed using regression
analysis, in which the number of monolayers was treated as a continuous predictor.
A simplified mathematical modelling approach adopted by Wang et al. for calculating
the force required to bend the latex by the hygromorphic material was used to estimate
the forces generated (Figure 9) by the B. subtilis hygromorphic bilayers with different
monolayer numbers. To analyse the raw data, graph paper was used to trace the bend
angles of each biohybrid strip. A straight line (c) was then drawn and measured between
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the two ends of the strip and a further measurement taken of the height (h) of the curve.
These data were used to calculate the radius of curvature and subsequently the force
generated using the Stoney formula (Figure 9). Similar methodologies have been adopted
by Chen et al. [6]. The relationship between deflection angle, force generated and number
of monolayers was analysed using a correlation coefficient.
Figure 8. Deflection angle measurement method for a B. subtilis actuator.
Figure 9. Calculation of force generated by a B. subtilis actuator.
3.6. Preparation of Hygromorphic Actuators for Loading Experiments
The spores were cultured using the previous methodology to produce a spore con-
centration of 5–6 × 109 colony forming units/mL and these were then used to prepare
2 cm × 1 cm latex strips with four layers of spore solution as before, since four layers of
spore monolayers demonstrated the greatest deflection angle, suggesting the greatest force
output out of all the number of monolayers tested.
The freshly prepared, hygromorphic bilayers were transferred to the grid platform in
the humidity chamber set at above 95% RH and were incubated for 24 h to allow the spores
to orientate themselves to produce a uniform monolayer. Four 1 cm × 2 cm strips of paper
were cut using a ruler and scalpel and the mass recorded using a balance. When using
150-g/m2 paper, the mass recorded was 0.06 g per 1 cm × 2 cm strip. Eight further paper
strips were cut: four 1 cm × 2.5 cm, four 1 cm × 3 cm. The mass of each size was measured
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using a balance. It was found that 1 cm × 2.5 cm strips were 0.07 g and 1 cm × 3 cm
were 0.09 g.
The prepared actuators were removed from the humidity chamber and allowed to
return to room RH (42%). The strips were observed during this process to ensure that a
regular and even deflection was seen. Any actuators which did not achieve a minimum
deflection angle of 42.4◦ (average deflection angle for 4 monolayers observed in our earlier
experiment) or showed inconsistent deflection were rejected.
Glue (UHU—product no: 63625) was used to affix a pair of 1 × 2 cm paper weights to
each side of one actuator (Figure 10) overlapping the paper behind the actuator by 0.2 cm
and gluing directly onto the untreated side of the latex. This was repeated to create two
actuators with a combined mass of 0.12 g (two 0.06-g paper weights), two actuators with
a combined added mass of 0.14 g (two 0.07-g paper weights) and two actuators with a
combined added mass of 0.18 g (two 0.09-g paper weights).
Figure 10. Process of attaching paper masses to a B. subtilis actuator.
Forceps were used to transfer the 6 prepared hygromorphic bilayers with added mass
into the humidity chamber at >95% for 3 min. The process was filmed for subsequent
analysis. After 3 min, the 6 strips were removed and placed at room humidity (~42% RH).
This process was also filmed for subsequent analysis. The bend angle was recorded for
each hygromorphic bilayer by tracing the curvature in triplicate onto graph paper.
4. Results
4.1. Actuator Deflection and Programmability Using Multiple Spore Layers
It was observed that the biohybrid actuators had a greater angle of deflection after 24-h
equilibration at 95% RH than was seen pre-equilibration (Figure 11). The hygromorphic
actuators showed a rapid deformation response upon transfer from an environment of high
RH (>95% RH) to low relative humidity (~42% RH), which was reversible and repeatable.
Maximum deformation response occurred in less than 3 min and there was no difference
in deflection for a given RH, irrespective of whether the biohybrid strip was in a shrinking
(dehydrating) phase (from high to low RH) or swelling (hydrating) phase (from low to high
RH). For each dataset, eight actuators were tested three times, with the mean deflection
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angle recorded each side of the centre line (shown in Figure 8) to provide two mean
deflection angles per actuator. This method provided 16 data points per set (n = 16).
This process was then repeated 10 days later, with results which were consistent with the
original results, with no change in performance over this time period.
Figure 11. Hygromorphic actuators before (left) and after (right) 24-h equilibration period.
It was found that increasing the number of layers of B. subtilis spore solution applied
(from 1 to 4 layers) to produce the hygromorphic bilayers resulted in an increase in the
magnitude of deflection of the actuator (p < 0.01, n = 16 for each layer, at 42% RH).
These deflections maintained the same basic performance characteristics as the monolayer
hygromorphic bilayer actuators, which was still rapid (maximum deflections occurring
within 3 min), reversible and repeatable. This would suggest that the deflection angle at a
given RH could be programmed by designing the hygromorphic actuator with a specific
number of Bacillus spore monolayers. This offers the potential to develop “programmable”
actuators, deflecting by a known degree for a given RH, and offers enormous possibilities
in designing environmentally responsive actuators.
The data also demonstrate that a single monolayer created insufficient force to deflect
the inert latex substrate. In addition, the analysis of the deflection angle data shows that
whilst the trend was linear across the range from 1 to 3 monolayers, it appears that there
was a diminishing response at four monolayers. When a trendline was introduced as a
linear function, it had a very good fit (R2 = 0.985), but this was improved when a sigmoidal
curve was used as a trendline—the fit was excellent (R2 = 0.997) (Figure 12). This would
suggest that there would be a diminishing increase in actuator deflection with the addition
of further layers beyond the four used in the current investigation.
4.2. Forces Generated by the Hygromorphic Actuators
Force calculations based on the Stoney formula demonstrated that the biohybrid
actuators were capable of generating a force of up to 26.7 N/m. This supports findings by
Chen et al. [6], who also used B. subtilis spores as the hygromorph on an biohybrid actuator,
using a 0.5-mm latex strip as a substrate, and reported that, at a similar RH (43%), the
force generated was 16 N/m. The force generated was directly correlated with the number
of spore monolayers applied to the latex across the range from 2 to 4 layers (Figure 13).
This regression was linear and very highly significant (p < 0.001, n = 6, R2 = 0.999, for
individualised data) and showed no evidence of “declining returns” in additional force
generation for the biohybrid strip with four monolayers.
A second study extended this investigation experimentally by loading masses to each
arm of the hygromorphic bilayer actuators to test their performance.
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Figure 12. Effect of spore monolayer number (1, 2, 3 and 4) on maximum deflection angle (◦,
mean ± SD n = 16) achieved at 42% RH (19.4 ◦C in B. subtilis spore:latex hygromorphic actuators.
Figure 13. Effect of spore monolayer number (1, 2, 3 or 4) on maximum force generated (N/m,
mean ± SD n = 6) achieved at 42% RH (19.4 ◦C) in B. subtilis spore:latex hygromorphic actuators.
4.3. Capability of Hygromorphic Actuators to Do Work
This study has demonstrated for the first time that B. subtilis biohybrid actuators
are capable of doing useful work by lifting mass in addition to their own weight. This
work was quantified by measuring the deflection angle when a known load was added.
When no load was added, the deflection angle was 42.4 ± 4.2◦. This was reduced with
each additional load added, but this decrease was linear (R2 = 0.9617, n = 4, p < 0.05, for
individualised data R2 = 0.816, n = 20, p < 0.001) across the range measured (Figure 14).
Evidence of this relationship would again support the idea of programmability in the
biohybrid actuator.
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Figure 14. Effect of loading mass on maximum deflection angle (◦, mean ± SD n = 4) achieved at
42% RH (19.4 ◦C) in B. subtilis spore:latex hygromorphic actuators (4 monolayers).
5. Discussion
5.1. Speed and Angle of Deformation
The actuators deformed rapidly in response to a change in environmental humidity,
supporting previous findings [7,9,30] where responses in less than 5 min were reported.
This rapid hydration and dehydration cycle reflects earlier studies [31,32], where it was
found that water entered spores in two phases: the first, through the coat, was very
fast, and the second was somewhat slower into the cortex. The Sunde et al. [31] study
used dehydrated Bacillus spores and found that it took 50 s to transverse the coat and
500 s to rehydrate the cortex fully (i.e., 8.3 min). This is greater than the 3 min observed
in the current study but two key differences in methodologies might account for this.
Firstly, Sunde et al. [31] investigated the response from fully dehydrated to fully hydrated
spores, whereas the current study investigated the time taken for response for spores in
an environment from 42% to 95% RH, i.e., approximately half of the range—if hydration
was linear across these RHs, it would be expected to take half the time, i.e., 4.1 min.
Secondly, Sunde et al. [31] used B. thuringiensis, which has an exosporium, meaning that
the diffusion distance across the coat layer is greater, predicting an increase in rehydration
time compared to B. subtilis. This would suggest a response in less than 4.1 min, supporting
the finding in the current study of a response time of 3 min.
As was observed in this study, the deflection angle increased post-24-h-incubation
at 95% RH, which was also seen by Chen et al. [6]. This phenomenon could be due to
the high-humidity environment, allowing the spores to realign themselves once in their
swollen state (Figure 15), forming much greater regularity within the monolayer structure
and therefore more coherent net expansion and contraction of the monolayer, leading to a
greater deflection angle of the hygromorphic actuator.
This study demonstrated that deflections of the hygromorphic actuators were re-
versible and repeatable over 10 hydration/dehydration cycles. This supports and extends
previous work in the field. Chen et al. [6] reported the same phenomenon for B. subtilis
spores in a microcantilever study with silicon wafers as the substrate. This was confirmed
by Yao et al. [33] in a study investigating the hygromorphic performance of B. subtilis
vegetative natto cells, and by Chen et al. [8] with B. subtilis endospores incorporated into
polyimide tape hygromorphic bilayers for potential use in developing artificial muscles.
In the current study, the hygromorphic actuators showed no indication of degradation or
reduction in deflection angle when tested multiple times. The maximum number of cycles
of low to high RH tested on one strip was 10 cycles, with the starting and end maximum
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deflections being identical. This suggests that there was no deterioration in actuator perfor-
mance; however, 10 cycles would be insufficient to conclude that it could be maintained
over an infinite number of cycles. However, in the study by Chen et al. [6], deflection
was recorded over 1 million cycles without performance change, which bodes well for the
predicted performance of our actuators over extended use and would be critical for appli-
cation in an architectural setting, where the actuators would be designed to last for many
years. This durability factor would exclude the possibility of using B. subtilis natto cells as
potential hygromorphic actuators because these vegetative cells would not be sufficiently
resilient in an architectural application and have poor adherence characteristics [34].
Figure 15. (a) Diagrammatic visualisation of irregularly aligned monolayer pre-24-h-incubation at
95% RH; (b) regularly aligned monolayer post-24-h-incubation at 95% RH.
As highlighted in the results, there was no deflection response in actuators with only
one monolayer, suggesting that this created insufficient force to deflect the inert latex
substrate. Similar studies by Chen et al. [6] showed some deflection but their methodology
orientated the actuators such that they were deforming horizontally, therefore not requiring
potential energy to lift the latex. The study by Wang et. al. [9] investigated genetically
engineered E. coli vegetative cells rather than spores and so is not directly comparable.
Differences in experimental design also mean that the study by Yao et al. [29] cannot be
directly compared—here, the authors used a bio-printing system which dispensed the
equivalent of multiple layers of B. subtilis spores to the actuators.
This performance investigation demonstrated that by increasing the number of B. subtilis
spore monolayers, there is an increase in the maximum deflection angle of the actuator.
This suggests that not only is there tight adhesion between the spores in each monolayer,
but also that there is an adhesion between the monolayers. This highlights that individual
monolayers must be contributing towards a combined force instead of each “pulling”
separately, suggesting that the adhesion between the monolayers is sufficient to transfer
force from one layer to another. Yao et al. [33] reported a similar finding for vegetative
B. subtilis natto cells, where, for the same RH, the thicker the cell layers deposited on the
actuator substrate, the greater the bending curvature. In this study, the thickness of the
natto cell layer was determined by the flow rate of the bio-printer, so it was not formed
from separate monolayers but demonstrated a similar response to the current study.
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It was observed that, for actuators with four monolayers, the maximum deflection
angle observed appeared to plateau. This maximum deflection angle could be a result of
the spores reaching their maximum contraction. The spores can only contract up to an
estimated 12% of hydrated volume due to internal cellular architecture [23] and then they
will stop. Beyond this point, adding extra layers of spores will increase the actuation force,
but not the deflection.
5.2. Force Output
Previous studies by Chen et al. [6] have investigated the force output of individual
Bacillus spores using microcantilever studies. The force output of a biohybrid strip with a
single B. subtilis monolayer on latex has also been investigated, through both calculation
and direct experiments, but this is the first investigation of the performance of multiple
monolayers. It was observed by Chen et al. [6] that the force output at 42% RH was
recorded at 16 N/m, which is of similar magnitude to the findings of the current study,
where actuators with two monolayers generated a force of 11.4 + 2.2 N/m. Whilst the
force observed in our study is marginally lower, this can be explained through differences
in the methodology of the two studies—our study placed the hygromorphic actuators
horizontally, resulting in the actuators deforming vertically (i.e., the direction of movement
was vertical; hence, they need to overcome gravity) in addition to overcoming the elastic
resistance of the latex substrate. By contrast, Chen et al. [6] placed the hygromorphic
actuators vertically (deformation was horizontal) so that they were only performing work
to overcome the elastic forces.
This study has shown for the first time that the force output of these hygromorphic
actuators has a strong linear relationship with the number of monolayers. With each
increase in the number of monolayers, there is a predictable and therefore programmable
force response given by these hygromorphic actuators. The results of this first study would
suggest that, since the maximum force output of these actuators is 150% of their own weight,
they would be sufficient to successfully actuate multiple folds in an origami-like structure.
Although it was suggested by Chen et al. [6] that, if an incomplete spore layer is seen
when assessing the coverage on the latex, further spores could be added to ensure complete
coverage, there was no reference made to these additional layers increasing the maximum
displacement seen (bend angle) or force output as demonstrated in this experiment.
When viewing the biohybrid actuators under the microscope, it became apparent
that some of the monolayer surfaces had cracked, supporting earlier observations by
Chen et al. [6] (Figure 16). This was related to load, with increased added mass causing
“cracks” to form across the spore layer, especially at low relative humidity. This observation
could be explained by the spores physically pulling apart, with a tensile force which was
greater than the adhesion force between each spore and to the latex substrate. This would
mean that the spore monolayers crack and separate into segments and break away from
the latex layer (when at low relative humidity).
Whilst poly-l-lysine improves adhesion to the latex, this is achieved by changing
the electrostatic charge on the surface of the latex and it does not have any impact on
adhesion between the spores themselves [9], but recent work has shown that culturing
and sporulation conditions modify the spore coat, which affects adhesion [34] and merits
further investigation. In addition, the germination of the spores was not observed during
our experimental tests. As mentioned before, in Chen et al. [7], deflection was recorded
over 1 million cycles without performance change. However, the stability of the dormant
spores after long-term exposure to various humidified environments should be further
investigated as it would be critical for application in an architectural setting, where the
actuators would be designed to last for many years.
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Figure 16. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of cracking observed at extremely low relative humidity.
6. Conclusions
We have developed a methodology to produce functional B. subtilis latex hygromor-
phic bilayers as actuators. These working B. subtilis spore actuators’ properties were
investigated and showed a rapid (less than 3 min), reversible and repeatable deflection
of up to 43◦, which is in agreement with the previous literature. We demonstrated that
the magnitude of this deflection was increased by increasing the number of B. subtilis
monolayers applied to the latex substrate up to a maximum value limited by the expan-
sion of the spores. Mathematical modelling (using calculated radius of curvature in the
Stoney formula for plane strain) was used to estimate the maximum force generated in
bending the latex to the maximum measured curvature as 26.7 N/m, and it was shown
that this force was achieved in the actuator with the greatest number of monolayers. The
relationships between mass, spore layers and deflection angle are linear, demonstrating
that the behaviour of spore-based actuators is predictable and potentially programmable
(i.e., actuators could be designed to move a particular system a specified distance with a
specified change in relative humidity). Further, we have demonstrated that a B. subtilis
actuator is capable of generating sufficient force to lift a mass equivalent to 150% of the
mass of the actuator.
With the UK aiming for “net zero carbon” buildings by 2050, and with many similar
targets established globally, the future of architectural design must focus on designing
buildings which can be constructed and operated with minimal energy input [3]. To
minimise (or eliminate) energy requirements for heating and cooling, it is essential that
buildings become better able to respond to the changing external environment. Bacterial
spore-based hygromorphs, alongside other shape-changing materials, may provide the
opportunity for a new generation of building materials which are able to sense and respond
to their environment. The materials studied here have the benefit of being fast-acting,
powerful (compared to their mass), sensitive and programmable (by altering the substrate
and application of spore layers). These novel smart materials may be the key to unlocking
some of the technological challenges involved in achieving passive systems in architecture.
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The most commonly proposed application of morphing materials is as shading de-
vices, to reduce solar gain through glazed facades in hot climates [4,5]. Arrays of small
(centimetre-scale) spore-based hygromorphs could be installed within a double-skin façade
to provide a highly responsive shading system, with the spacing and patterning of the
many small elements providing opportunities to tune the level of shading depending on the
orientation of the façade, with interesting aesthetic possibilities as the dynamic elements
constantly change shape in response to the immediate microclimate. However, a significant
challenge is that the spores respond to moisture, not temperature, and therefore the relation-
ship between humidity and temperature within the double-skin façade must be understood
in order to enable the responsive shading system to be tuned to operate effectively.
Spore-based hygromorphs also have potential to control ventilation within build-
ings. Whilst they could be used simply to open and close ducts (for example, to allow
warm, moist air to be extracted through a heat recovery system), they could revolutionise
breathable building envelopes. Most attempts to minimise building energy use focus on
improving insulation and airtightness, but an alternative approach is dynamic insulation,
where a porous wall construction, or skin, uses the thermal capacity of the wall materials to
heat or cool incoming air, with air movement driven by natural ventilation at roof level [35].
However, dynamic insulation operates constantly, despite varying internal or external
conditions, unless mechanical ventilation and control systems are added. Incorporating
spore-based hygromorphs into dynamically insulated breathing wall systems has potential
to deliver truly passive buildings which would autonomously combine high levels of
ventilation with passive heating and cooling through the building fabric.
Our study establishes the baseline for this new material and its application in architec-
ture. In future work, we intend to scale-up these materials to conduct longer-term studies
of their behaviour in real environments. We also believe that there is potential to explore a
wider range of material substrates—extending beyond latex and introducing a range of
actuator types—extending beyond the fold. We will also need to investigate the biology of
the spores. While bacterial spores are dormant (i.e., they have negligible metabolism), so
they are, in theory, able to survive for hundreds of years; if the environmental conditions
are favourable, they can germinate to become bacterial cells. Preventing this process will
be important to the long-term resilience of the material and so finding biological methods
for “switching off” this capacity for germination will also be a feature of future research in
this area.
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